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Bartes breaks own
weight throw record
This year, Lawrence University has developed a crowd-funding program called LU Blue Start. The program is designed to connect students seeking funding for extracurricular projects with alumni who want their donations to Lawrence to have an instant and visible impact on the lives of students. Crowdfunding is a type of investing that calls on smaller donations from a larger group of investors, rather than a few individuals contributing a great-er amount. A popular example of a crowd-funding business is KickStarter, after which LU Blue Start is closely modeled. Blue Start, which has its own page on the Lawrence website, is now up and running. The idea was bor-rowed from Middleburry College, which initially launched the proj-ect as a program in which only students funded each other’s proj-ects.Blue Start is designed to help students fund individual projects that are pursued out of the stu-dents’ own interest. Projects for academic credit or for a registered student organization are not eli-gible for the program. The proj-ects are selected by a committee of staff, faculty and students who convene to determine which proj-ects are the most feasible. Blue Start will accept four student proj-ects per term. Projects that are accepted will appear on the web-site. At that point, it is up to the student to rally support for the 
project. Alumni will then be able to donate to causes that they iden-tify with or want to see realized.In an interview conduct-ed earlier this week, Assistant Director of Annual Giving Cassie McDonald discussed the types of projects that she expected to show up on Blue Start.“At first, I think we’ll get a lot of upperclassmen with scientific research projects,” said McDonald. “But I hope we get a variety. We have such a good volunteer base on this campus that there will be some really good tie-ins with community service. One student is even discussing a sound design project, which is something we wouldn’t have even thought of.”Blue Start is nested within the Lawrence University web-site under the “Alumni” tab of the homepage. From there, stu-dents can sign up for Blue Start and alumni can browse through the currently featured projects. The page features step-by-step instructions. The deadline for applications will normally be seventh week. However, since the program has just begun, Blue Start will be accepting applica-tions at a later deadline this term, likely eighth or ninth week.When asked about the potential success of the program, McDonald discussed that part of the success would depend partly on how appealing the project looks for potential investors. McDonald discussed that some projects will benefit from regular contributors, while others will have to advertise their cause effectively to receive support.
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Greenfire hosted Associate Professor of Economics David Gerard in Sabin house as part of their Speaker Series last Thursday, Feb. 6.Gerard’s presentation, titled “Is it Warm in Here? The World’s Great Carbon Belch and Why It’s Probably Going to Get Worse,” consisted of topics such as elec-tricity generation, the commer-cial viability of carbon capture and sequestration (CCS), the fossil boom, and possible responses to the increasing emission of carbon dioxide.Greenfire presidents, seniors Catie DeMets and Inanna Craig-Morse, proposed the theme of the series to be “accessible—but impactful—ways for students to 
engage in environmental issues” and are organizing the succession of presenters.“We wanted it to be a variety […] we wanted the theme to be how it could apply to students, how we could feel hopeful about environmental issues,” said Craig-Morse.She continued, “We’re trying to make this year as incorporative of the larger campus as possible. I think that there’s something about environmentalism that would interest everyone or apply to them in some way.” Gerard spoke on a topic that’s particularly relevant to everyone: Our increase in carbon emission and the issues it’s caus-ing. Gerard explained the detri-mental effects of excess carbon dioxide: “We keep emitting car-bon, concentrations keep going up and so temperatures keep going 
up.” Additionally he said that, in order to stabilize the system, “we basically need to emit 75 percent less than we’re emitting now.”Gerard illustrated how the rise in natural gas usage instead of coal is one step forward, in that natural gas emits about half as much carbon as coal does. As for other possible solutions for esca-lating carbon dioxide emissions, He spent much of the presenta-tion promoting CCS as “the critical enabling technology that would reduce emissions,” and support-ing a carbon tax.As cited by Gerard, 98 per-cent of experts agree that taxing carbon would “make conservation a lot more attractive” and greatly reduce damage to the environ-ment. However, Gerard also stated that, politically, a tax on carbon 
The 79th Annual Winter Carnival kicked off six days of wintry activities for students on Monday, Feb. 3, starting with the Hat Hunt and ending with the President’s Ball on the night of Saturday, Feb. 8.  The wide vari-ety of activities, from knitting to participating in a ski-race, encour-aged students to enjoy winter while celebrating old and new traditions.The first day of the carnival began with the return to the tra-ditional “Hat Hunt” put on by the 
Lambda Sigma Sophomore Honor Society. Members put up video clues that students then used to find the three hats on campus and two on College Avenue.New and unique events throughout the week included a double feature of the films “Happy Feet” and “In the Mood For Love,” complete with slush-ies and Snocaps candy. There was also a Winter Olympic opening ceremony showing hosted by Mortar Board and iceless skat-ing in the Wellness Center put on by the Student Organization for Academic Programming (SOUP). In addition, the classic events of sledding on Union Hill and the bonfire in the Gilboy fire ring 
occured.The morning of Saturday, Feb. 8 saw the first game of the 5x5 Broomball Tournament. Teams of students and faculty compet-ed on the Ormsby Lake ice rink with shoes instead of skates and brooms in hand.“Winter Carnival shows we can do fun things outside and it’s not just so dreary,” said sopho-more Corby Johnson, “You get that time outside to really enjoy and see the positive side of winter.”Johnson was part of the team “Reunion in My Plantz,” made up of five sophomores from Plantz Hall who played last year as well. 
Seniors Savanna Dahl and Michael Friend danced to live jazz music at the President’s Ball on Saturday, Feb. 8.
 Photo by Abedin Rafique
See page 2
Professor Gerard explains the components of carbon emissions at Greenfire on Feb. 6. 
Photo by Michael HubbardSee page 12
Ringing in Winter Carnival with old 
traditions and new celebrations
Gerard discusses potential solutions to carbon emissions at Greenfire
Office of Development launches 
crowdfunding platform for students
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Tuition increases 3.5%, draws  various reactions from students
Their team came in second to “Nancy’s Numbskulls,” a staff and faculty team and winners of the tournament this year, made up of Campus Center Director Greg Griffin, Director of International Student Services Leah McSorley, Facility Services Electrician Ben J. Nackers, Sage Residence Hall Director Drew Stuart, Assistant to the President Jake Woodford and Wellness Center Director Erin Buenzlie.Meanwhile, by the fireplace of the Pusey Room in the Warch Campus Center, Lambda Sigma hosted a service event called 
“Hot Drinks & Service Project” from 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. Overall, students and volunteers made 122 Valentine’s Day cards to be given to the residents of the local Brewster Village nursing home.“I liked it a lot and I think other people had fun,” said Vice President of Lambda Sigma Sophmore Honor Society Ali Heiring. “It lets them make Valentines to give to their friends and family and at the same time give to the community.” At the same time, Lawrence hosted another traditional event: the ice-sculpting contest. Teams of students hacked away at blocks of ice in front of the Warch Campus Center cafe. Teams and individu-als completed all sculptures in exactly two hours using only the 
tools provided. Sculptures includ-ed a bright orange cross, a grif-fin and a teddy bear shape of Totoro from the popular Japanese film “My Neighbor Totoro.” Three students sculpted an elephant because they had traveled to Tanzania in the fall.The Winter Carnival conclud-ed on the evening of Saturday, Feb. 8 with the annual President’s Ball. Big Band Reunion played classic jazz, salsa and pop songs while well-dressed students packed the dance floor and surrounded the chocolate fountain and photo booth. In addition, students and faculty had the opportunity to mingle with Lawrence University president Mark Burstein at his first President’s Ball.
Winter Carnival
As the Board of Trustees win-ter meeting concluded, the full-time tuition for the 2014-2015 academic year was set at $42,357. Together with room, board and other fees, the total comprehen-sive fee is $51,465, which repre-sents a 3.5% increase in tuition and 3.51% increase in total fees for next year.Lawrence’s Vice President for Finance and Administration Christopher Lee said that the annual tuition increases essen-tially occured because of inflation. Lee said it is a giant struggle in higher education to balance the institution’s needs, education quality and the financial situa-tions of students and their fami-lies.
“We take every dollar seri-ously, especially those from our students and their families,” Lee said. A lot of analysis was done before making the decision, and the Financial Aid Office tends to increase at a slightly slower pace compared to Lawrence’s peer schools.Lee said that the demands of the institution are big, and as the school ages, it gets more expen-sive. The school needs to pay for the buildings, faculty members, diverse student body, invest more on student aid, and so on. “The biggest portion of our cost is on people,” Lee said. The majority of the money spent is the salary of the faculty and staff. Lee said that the relatively low cost of living in Wisconsin is a benefit for an institution to balance their financial situation.Lee said they are looking for 
several initiatives to try to save or earn some money for the institu-tion. When they can build a better balance between incoming dollars and outgoing expenses on manag-ing their expenses, they will be able to work on things like finan-cial aid, scholarship and investing Lawrence faculties.Lee said, “It is this ever-changing balance of investment and opportunity and the fickle-ness of stock markets […] We have very good leadership on how to balance that.”Notification emails about the tuition increase were sent to stu-dents on Friday, Jan. 31. Students have various opinions about the increase.Sophomore Huong Nguyen is not too worried about the change in tuition. She said when she was admitted, she was informed that the tuition increases every year. 
Nguyen said that the inflation happens almost all the time, so “it [the increase in tuition] is some-thing they have to do, even though they don’t want to. I understand.” Sophomore Jocelyn Polczynski is a transfer student at Lawrence. To her, the tuition raise is stressful. She said she does not look forward to dealing with her parents because they will be wor-ried about the increased debt.Polczynski said that although the faculty and her study at Lawrence are worth the money, the raise in tuition is frightening. “It is honestly scary that it is a huge concern that I am going to have a lot of debt, and it is not helpful.” She believes there are better ways for schools to spend their money.“I was really nervous when I got the email,” said freshman Kin Lee. She also believes her parents 
will be nervous as well, since they may not be able to afford her four years of college expenses.Freshman Cody Poole said that he understands the university needs to raise the cost sometimes, but there should be a way for stu-dents to know where the money is going and why the increase is necessary.Poole said, “I think the uni-versity should make sure the stu-dents can understand [the raise] without any need to look into it, because it is a significant amount of money […] It should be very obvious why it is necessary.”Junior Sanfer D’souza was stressed by the change in tuition. “We have smart people at Lawrence. We should be able to figure something out,” he said, referring to a way to keep costs down for students.
Xue Yan
Staff Writer
_______________________
Anonymous donation leads to creation of new fund for scholarly research
An anonymous donor has awarded Lawrence University a million dollars to establish the Richard and Margot Warch Fund for Scholarly Research. The grant is meant to provide support for faculty research projects in order to enhance ongoing programs of research and scholarship.The fund honors Richard Warch and his wife, Margot. Richard Warch was the dean of the faculty and the 14th presi-dent of Lawrence University. He is known as having served for 
the second longest amount of time, that time being from 1979 to 2004. Samuel Plantz is the only president to have served for a lon-ger amount of time, with 30 years from 1894 to 1924. Warch passed away on September 14, 2013 at the age of 74.Warch had written exten-sively on the subject of higher education and the issues that face institutions such as Lawrence. This includes a book entitled “A matter of Style: Reflections on Liberal Education,” published in 2011 and made available to the public in 2012. During his time at Lawrence, he focused greatly on improving the academic reputa-tion of Lawrence as well as main-
taining the liberal arts tradition of the university. He emphasized removing any separation between Conservatory students and col-lege students.Specific ways that this fund might be used are to facilitate travel, purchase research materi-als and support student research. The projects funded could be in a vast array of fields.The funds will be adminis-tered through the Office of the Provost and Dean of the Faculty, David Burrows. Interested facul-ty will apply to this office. They will be available beginning in September for the 2014-2015 aca-demic year.In reference to the new 
grant, Burrows said, “We are very grateful for the fund. One of the strengths of a Lawrence educa-tion is that students are taught by faculty who are active in their disciplines. This enables them to be up-to-date on the latest devel-opments in their field and to pro-vide models for students on how to learn and improve our under-standing of the world.”It is the job of the Provost to oversee all academic programs including the hiring and evalua-tion of faculty, the distribution of travel funds, research funds and curricular development funds. He is the chief academic officer of Lawrence University.Other funds used to support 
faculty scholarship include the Excellence in Science Fund, the Excellence in Humanities fund and the Hill fund, as well as the general operating budget for fac-ulty support.At Lawrence, grants gener-ally fall into the two categories of Project Grants and Travel Grants. While Travel Grants allow faculty to travel to conferences, meet-ings and research centers, Project Grants generally fund research materials, scholarship, work-shops, curricular development and other activities. The Richard and Margot Warch fund will fund both of these types.
Rose Nelson
Staff Writer
_______________________
Students enjoy the refreshments, including the chocolate fountain, at the President’s Ball on Feb. 8.
Photo by Abedin Rafique
 A team of students complete their ice sculpture in front of the Warch cafe on Feb. 8.
Photo by Katie Crawford
The first part of the broomball tournament took place on Friday, Feb. 7 on Ormsby Lake.
Photo by Will Melnick
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Are you in love? Are you out of romantic ideas and panick-ing due to your dating version of writer’s block? Hello, and wel-come to Specht Pages, the true and supreme voice of Lawrence University. In this celebratory 35th issue and Valentine’s Day special, we will provide you with extra heavy-duty, Specht Pages-approved dating advice. So sit back, relax and allow Specht Pages to make your Valentine’s Day one which will not soon be forgotten—however, it may be repressed.One cool thing you can do as a Lawrence student is take advan-tage of the Room Reservation System. For your dream date, you could reserve a number of different spaces on campus. For example, you could rent out the cinema for a private showing of hit movies such as “Pearl Harbor,” “Apocalypse Now” or “Gremlins” for your sweetheart. Alternatively, if the cinema is unavailable, you could reserve a similar space such as the Wriston Auditorium or one of the lecture halls in the science buildings. Any other classroom could work in a pinch.Another tip is to make friends with the Kohler Hall RHD so you can have a date on the Kohler roof. You could set up a picnic and watch the sun set. Ladies, if you are the one setting up this date, be sure to bring remote control airplanes!What could be more roman-tic than spending some time with your cuddle bear in Main Hall’s cupola, better known as the Nipple of Knowledge? To pull this off, you might have to make nice with campus security or maybe even Mark Burstein himself!You could use mail services to send anonymous love letters to 
your heart’s desire (SPC 1456 to send some to Specht Pages).Additionally, the corner store sells plenty of chocolate and lots of Valentine’s Day candy. Sometimes, they even sell flowers. It makes a perfect gift in a pinch.You could hire a studio art major to paint a caricature or per-haps even a portrait of you two. It could well be mantel-worthy! Beware: It may have some oddi-ties, such as being all orange or lacking any curved lines. You never know when dealing with an art major.Find a chemistry major and commission them to cook you up some “love potion #9.” I’m not sure what it’ll do, but hopefully it will allow you to see better in the dark.Hire a group of vocal majors to sing a barbershop-quartet style serenade to liquefy your special friend’s heart.Convince LUMOS to cast some sort of love or attraction spell on the one whom you seek. Beware: This spell always back-fires in the movies.Make friends with your RLA. You would be surprised, but an RLA can be of great service in your romantic endeavors. For example, your RLA could plan a program and invite only you and the person on whom you have a crush and then conveniently leave you two alone. Additionally, your RLA can serve as your chaperone if you can’t find anyone else. I believe that is in their job description.Make your valentine pan-cakes in the shape of a heart. In a pinch, you can use a George Foreman grill to cook them.There you have it—some incredibly useful dating advice from an incredibly reliable source.“You heard it first from Specht Pages!”
VARIETY14 Feb. 2014
The opinions expressed in this section are those of the students, faculty and community members who wrote them. All facts are as provided by the 
authors. The Lawrentian does not endorse any opinions piece except for the staff editorial, which represents a majority of the editorial board. The 
Lawrentian welcomes everyone to submit their own opinions using the parameters outlined in the masthead.
Specht Pages
Kevin Specht
Columnist
____________________________________
In Love with Specht Pages
InstructionsPreheat your oven to 350° F. Prepare the apples by cutting them in quarters and removing the seeds and core. Slice them as thinly as you like and place them in a bowl of water. Add some lemon juice if you have it, as this will keep the apple slices from turning brown. In a separate bowl, mix the flour, oats, salt and spices together to form the topping. Cut the but-ter into chunks and add it to the bowl. Use two knives to cut the butter into increasingly smaller pieces while mixing it with the dry ingredients. You can also just use your fingers to rub the butter into the mixture.  Use a rubbing and squeezing motion with your finger tips, pushing the flour and butter together.  When the top-
ping mixture is moist and crum-bly, you’re done. Remove the apple slices from the water and place them in your pie dish. Sprinkle about 1/8 cup of flour mixed with some cinnamon over the apples and toss them to mix it in. This flour will mix with the liquid and pectin to form a sauce. You can also add extra but-ter directly on top of the apples to make the sauce richer.Now crumble the topping over the apples, making sure to cover the entire dish. Place the dish in the center rack of the oven when it has reached 350° F, and set the timer for 45 minutes. Depending on the oven and how thin you sliced the apples, your apple crisp may need more or less time. If you poke a bit of apple with a knife and it is still crunchy, it needs more time.
V i k i n g  Va l e n t i n e s
 Dining in Dairyland
Quick Apple Crisp
QUESTION 
MARK
T h r o u g h o u t the spring and into the sum-mer, we plan to conduct a c o m p r e h e n -sive review of all administra-tive expenses to identify areas of potential savings. Our goal through this process will be to find ways to reduce expens-es that do not significantly impact the student experience at Lawrence—both inside and outside of the classroom.
Susannah 
Miller
In your email to students about the increase 
in fees, you stressed that keeping a Lawrence 
education affordable was among your high-
est priorities. What are some concrete steps 
that your administration has taken/is plan-
ning to take to bring about this affordability?
Got a question for 
President Burstein? 
Missed his office hours 
and still want to 
communicate?
 Question Mark by 
contacting us at
 lawrentian@lawrence.edu
Your questions will be kept 
anonymous
Is the hike in tuition fees proportionate to the developmental projects being 
undertaken by the administration?
PolLU
Ingredients¾ cup brown sugar½ cup flour½ cup rolled oats1 teaspoon+ cinnamon powder¾ teaspoon+ ground nutmeg4 tablespoons butterA pinch of salt5-6 medium green applesExtra flour with cinnamon
Optional Ingredients¼ - ½ cup chopped nuts¼ cup raisins or cranberries
Equipment1 pie or casserole pan (shape doesn’t matter as long as all your chopped apples can fit)An oven
I can see both sides of 
the argument
37%
I don’t care
3%
Yes, running a school is 
expensive
12%
No, students already 
pay more than enough
48%
To participate in next week’s poll, go to lawrentian.com
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Statistics are courtesy of 
www.midwestconference.org 
and www.nchahockey.org
and are current as of
Feb. 12, 2014.
STANDINGS
The women’s basketball team made the long trip down to Jacksonville, Ill. on Saturday, Feb. 8 for their 12th Midwest Conference game of the season. The Vikings took on the Lady Blues of Illinois College, who are currently ranked fifth in the MWC. These two teams last met on Dec. 16 on the Vikings home court. Even then the Lady Blues were able to shut down the Vikings 91-54.The Lady Blues came out strong from the get-go, hoping to walk away with their ninth con-ference win. Scoring the first 15 points of the game, IC appeared to be unstoppable. This scoring run was finally halted when junior Beth Hoster put up a two-point jumper.The Lady Blues retaliated quickly, scoring another eight points to build their biggest lead of the half, 23-2. Lawrence was able to come back, however, as 
they finished the first half strong. Once they found their shooting touch, the Vikings outscored IC 17-8 in the final 8:31 of the half. Senior Alex Deshler put up 11 points for the Vikings during this stretch, and sophomore Andrea Wilkinson contributed an addi-tional six points. This run by the Vikings was able to narrow the Blues’ advantage to 31-19 at the end of the half.The Vikings continued their momentum, coming out strong in the second half, scoring six con-secutive points and trimming IC’s lead 38-27 with 13:40 remaining. Illinois College answered that by scoring the next 17 points, putting the Vikings away for the remain-der of the game.Despite the best efforts by the Vikings, IC was able to walk away with a 62-41 win. But IC was not able to shut down Deshler, a seasoned vet for the Vikings. She contributed 15 points in the game. With these 15 points, Deshler now has 858 for her career, plac-ing her a mere 11 points away from passing Carrie Van Groll 
for 10th place on Lawrence’s all-time scoring list. Deshler has four games left to play for Lawrence, so there is not a doubt she will pass Van Groll’s record and possibly even place higher on the list.The Vikings host Cornell College, another Midwest Conference competitor, on 
Saturday, Feb. 15 at 5 pm. The game against Cornell will be Senior Day for the team, as well, as the team will be honoring its two graduating seniors, Deshler and Amber Lisowe.
The Lawrence Vikings were victorious this past Saturday, Feb. 8 at Illinois College by with a final score of 82-79. The Vikings were able to hold-off a furious rally from the Blueboys to keep pos-session of the lead for the entire game. The Midwest Conference victory keeps Lawrence’s hopes for a berth in the conference tour-nament alive.The Vikings planned on competing hard from the begin-ning against a competitive Illinois College team. “Our mentality going into the game was to be the aggressors and to make the first 
punch,” said senior Max Burgess. “We were focusing on having strong communication on defense and to run in transition whenever possible.” The Vikings certainly achieved their goal of beginning the game on a strong note, as they led the Blueboys 13-2 just three minutes into the game. With 3:46 left in the half, Lawrence held their greatest first-half advantage of the season at 40-23. The Vikings were able to round out the half with a lead of 43-33. After starting the game on a hot streak, Lawrence focused on maintaining its high level of play. “The team was feeling good about themselves at halftime,” recount-ed Burgess. “We were confident that we could finish them out, but knew we could not take the foot off the pedal because Illinois 
College was going to keep fight-ing.” The Vikings came out of the half firing on all cylinders, as they were able to increase their lead. With 8:05 left to play, Lawrence had the lead by a score of 70-49. That’s when the Blueboys began to rally. In the next five minutes, Illinois College went on a 15-3 run and brought the deficit back to single digits at 73-64.The Blueboys cut the lead to 79-73, taking advantage of the Vikings’ missed free throws. However, the strong play of the Vikings earlier in the game was too much for the Blueboys to over-come as Lawrence ran out the clock to win 82-79.Overall this game was charac-terized by the strong, aggressive play from the Vikings early on. 
Burgess recalled, “Our team per-formed very well for 35 minutes. The last five minutes could have been better, but we were able to get the win and that is the most important thing.” One aspect the Vikings need to improve upon is hitting free throws and closing-out games. They have proved that they can be competitive to start games, and the Vikings will be a very difficult team down the stretch if they can maintain this success throughout.The Vikings will now focus on securing a berth in the Midwest Conference tournament. Lawrence traveled to Beloit on Wednesday, Feb. 12 for another Midwest Conference showdown. They play host to Cornell on Saturday, Feb. 15 in a crucial MWC contest.
Men’s basketball edges Illinois College on road
Sophomore forward Patsy Kealey pushes the ball up court on Saturday.
Photo courtesy of Paul Wilke
    Jenny Angeli
     Staff Writer
______________________
Deshler climbs scoring list, Vikings fall to IC
See page 5
   Matt Geleske
    Staff Writer
______________________
School             Conf. Overall
MEN’S BASKETBALL
St. Norbert  15-0 19-1
Grinnell 11-4 16-4
Ripon 10-5 13-7
Carroll 10-6 13-8
Illinois Col. 8-7 12-8
Lawrence 8-7 10-10
Beloit 6-9 8-12
Lake Forest 6-10 7-14
Cornell 5-10 8-12
Monmouth 5-11 6-15
Knox 0-15 1-19
WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
Cornell  13-2 17-3
St. Norbert  13-2 16-4
Monmouth  13-3 17-4
Carroll 10-6 13-8
Illinois Col. 9-6 11-9
Ripon 8-7 8-12
Lake Forest 6-10 6-15
Beloit 5-9 5-14
Knox 4-11 6-14
Lawrence 1-13 3-16
Grinnell 1-14 2-18
HOCKEY
Pts.
St. Norbert 14-2   28
Adrian 12-1-3   27
Lake Forest 11-5   22
St. Scholastica 9-4-3   21
Marian 9-6-1   19
Concordia 6-8-2   14
MSOE 5-11   10
Lawrence 4-11-1    9
Northland 4-12    8
Finlandia 1-15    2
BY  THE 
NUMB3RS
179
Total points for men’s 
basketball team in 
last two games
   Alex York
    Staff Writer
______________________
Scoreboard from 
Wednesday, Feb. 12
Men’s Basketball
LU 97   BELOIT 83
Women’s Basketball
BELOIT 79   LU 51
Zach Ben-Amots
 Staff Writer
______________________Each time, it becomes sweet-er. At the UW-Stevens Point Open this past Saturday, Feb. 8, senior Brielle Bartes broke the school record in the weight throw for the second time this season.Breaking her own school record in the event, she heaved the weight 12.4 meters, almost a half meter further than her previ-ous record of 11.85 meters. The event, which is only featured dur-ing the indoor track season, has recently been a site of Lawrence Viking attention, as the record had been broken previously by sopho-more Genna Matt with a throw of 11.68 meters.It was somewhat surpris-ing to Bartes that it happened in such grand fashion. “I heard the scorer say the distance and I did a double take,” she laughed. “I didn’t believe it at first.” Bartes, who does double athletic duty every day being a member of the soft-
ball team in addition to track and field, says that it has been “phe-nomenal” working with the team this year. “Everyone approaches it with a lot of heart and soul and seems to be showing a lot of improvement.”Improvement seems to be the theme of the week. Junior Spencer Swick notched a personal best in the men’s weight throw with his toss of 14.28 meters. Senior Mike Mangian tied his personal best in the mile run with his time of 4:37. Freshman Elin Karlsson took fourth overall in the 3000-meter run, crossing the line in 11:00. She was followed closely by sophomore teammate Clare Bruning, who finished in 11:09. The women’s 800-meter relay nabbed second overall with their time of 1:55:79.Freshman Wes Hatcher led the men’s team. The freshman from Wautoma, Wis. grabbed fifth place in the triple jump with his length of 11.05 meters. The dis-tance squad remained strong this week as Junior Kyle Dockery ran 
Bartes, Thatcher impress 
at Stevens Point Open
With the end of the varsity swim season quickly approach-ing, the Lawrence Vikings have only the Midwest Conference Championships (MWCC) to pre-pare for. As they train for this competition, they hope to perform well in two categories.“I think that swimming is an interesting sport in that we have goals [both] as individuals and as a team,” said sophomore Sarah Bonoff. Regarding the Lady Vikings team goals for the MWCC, Bonoff stated, “Last year the wom-en’s team came in fourth, right behind Monmouth. This year we would really like to beat them and get that third place spot.”Throughout the season, the men’s and women’s teams have seen different levels of success. The Lady Vikings have been able to capitalize on their potential and use a large senior class to their advantage. The women’s team was 
undefeated all the way through January and continues to be one of the most auspicious teams in the Midwest Conference (MWC).The men’s team, however, has not experienced the same kind of success. The Vikings have only had twelve swimmers compete in each meet this season. Being such a small team, the men have not been able to register any wins as of yet. Additionally, six male swim-mers and eight female swimmers will be graduating after this year. This will force the men to replace half of their team and, simultane-ously, attempt to grow in size, as the women will try to replace a third of their own squad.“We always hope to keep improving, so we’ll have to see who joins next season,” said Bonoff. “But it won’t be the same without our [current] seniors around. In the meantime, we’re just trying to focus on finishing the season strong.” Grinnell College will be hosting the MWCC Feb. 14-16.
Swim teams prepare for 
MWC meet on Saturday
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A weekend on the road for the Lawrence University hockey team (5-16-2, 4-11-1 NCHA) saw tough competition, but the Vikings rose to the challenge and put up a fight against No. 2 Adrian College (18-1-4, 12-1-3 NCHA). Lawrence took early leads in both games but couldn’t quite close the deal. Friday’s game concluded in a 2-2 tie and on Saturday the Bulldogs bested LU 5-3.The Vikings arrived at Arrington Ice Arena in Adrian, Mich. ready to prove themselves. The first period on Friday, Feb. 7 saw little action, but things got rolling in the second period. Senior William Thoren capitalized on a power play opportunity with-in the first five minutes off assists from freshman Blake Roubos and junior Logan Lemirande.A few whistles later, Thoren repeated his power play goal to pull ahead 2-0, this time assist-ed by senior Huck Saunders and sophomore Steve Hughes. Patient defense and goaltending kept the Bulldogs off the board for the rest of the period.The Vikings came into the third period attacking, firing a few shots within the opening minutes. 
A few penalties kept Lawrence down a man for much of the first half of the period, but the Vikings worked hard to defend their goal. The score remained at 2-0 and things were looking good until the Bulldogs finally broke through and scored with three minutes remaining. A quick turnaround and another goal at 18:22 sent the game into overtime. A scoreless OT resulted in the third straight tie between the two teams.The next day, Lawrence hit the ice hungry for victory. Sophomore Ryan Rumble intro-duced the puck to the net about halfway through the first period, capitalizing twice on a power play. Both goals were assisted by senior Paul Zuke and junior Gustav Lindgren. Zuke added a goal of his own at 14:44 to widen the Viking advantage to 3-0.The second period was a bat-tle. Adrian scored just 30 seconds in, reminding Lawrence who is at the top of the league and who was a long way from home. The play-ers got aggressive during the sec-ond period, logging several pen-alties on both sides including a ten-minute misconduct for a man on each team. Another Adrian goal at 15:43 put the score at 3-2 in the Vikings’ favor at the end of the period.
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Hockey team draws 
one tie, loss at Adrian
Athletes of the Week
By: Amanda Ollerer
Freshman David Jumes was on fire 
during the first matches of his college 
career at MSOE on Saturday, Feb. 8. His 
doubles partner is fellow freshman Sam 
Wiener, and together they defeated 
MSOE 9-7, while Jumes also defeated 
MSOE in singles, this time 6-0, 6-4.
1) What were you most worried 
about when joining the team?I was worried that the team would be really intense and intimidating, but they were pretty cool right from the start. I remember hitting over the summer with a few of the players and they were really laidback and excited to play. I also thought I was going to be the shortest player on the team and everyone would just hit lobs over me during practice, but that hasn’t hap-pened yet so I’m happy.
2) What did it feel like to get two wins in your collegiate debut?The doubles match was really exciting and it felt great to finish it with good results. The level of compe-tition is so much faster than a high school match and it was a ton more fun to play. I don’t really show any emotion during my matches, but I got pretty psyched when [senior] Jeremy Andereck won his match in a third set tiebreak.
3) What has been your favorite part of the season thus far?I enjoy the car rides to good old Fox Cities Raquet Club on Victory Lane and listening to “Hey Porsche.” Also, the team cheer is pretty groovy and gets me really pumped up for my matches. Other than that, team dinner and just hanging out with the team is one of my favorite parts. And watching Gael Monfils—best player ever—play.
4) Why did you start playing tennis?I play because I love competing. It’s a great de-stressor and I would have way too much free time if I wasn’t involved in a sport. Plus it’s a lot of fun and you get to meet a lot of great people from different schools. Even if I hated tennis, which would never happen, I’m sure the team would make it fun.
Senior Brielle Bartes previously held 
the school record in weight throw. Last 
Saturday, Feb. 8, Bartes threw past her 
old record. Her previous record was 
38 feet, 10.5 inches. The new record 
stands at 40 feet, 8.25 inches.
1) How did you start throwing?During an eighth grade volleyball game, a girl on the opposing team received the brunt of my serve to her face resulting in a broken nose. The track coach happened to be in the stands that day and told me he wouldn’t accept no as an option, I would be showing up to track prac-tice come spring.
2) What did it feel like to break 
the school record, which you previ-
ously set?                                 I would equate breaking the school record to the feelings Scotty Smalls felt after he pickled the beast with Benny “The Jet” Rodriquez in “The Sandlot.” This weekend was an absolutely exhilarating experi-ence that I will never forget and was made even more incredible because my parents were there to see it happen!
3) Do you enjoy indoor or outdoor track better, and why?                                                               I enjoy any day I get to be in the ring throwing, it doesn’t matter what season it happens to be. I love them all the same.
4) What are you trying to accomplish in the rest of our season, both indoor and outdoor?          My goals are to make it to the top eight in conference and to break the indoor shot put record going out with a bang. I am going to make this the best indoor season possible and get after it every day leaving everything out in the ring.
Photo courtesy of Paul Wilke
Brielle Bartes: Indoor Track & Field
David Jumes: Men’s Tennis
  Erik Soderlund
   Staff Writer
______________________
Photo provided
Photo courtesy of Paul Wilke
See page 6
Clare Bruning
 Staff Writer
______________________
Place Team   GP W L Pts
1 Man Wolfs  5 5 0 10
2 Two Birds, One Stone 3 3 0 6
3 The Birdies  5 3 2 6
4 Smashers  3 2 1 4
5 EM & EM Pickup  4 2 2 4
6 The Cowards 2.0  5 2 3 4
Since we have reached the midway point in all schedules, this week Inside LU Intramurals will take a look at the current stand-ings in each sport.
LU Intramurals: Week 3
Place Team    GP W L Pts
1 Red Dogs  6 5 1 10
2 Lucky Strikes  3 3 0 6
3 Cobras   3 3 0 6
4 OFFL All Stars  4 1 3 2
5 BLOOD   4 1 3 2
6 Kari’s Homecooking 2 0 2 0
7 Blitzkrieg Mongoose 4 0 4 0
BADMINTON
7-12: Cocky Swatters, Game of Clones, Water a Plant, Theta, Brass and the Nucks, 
Kari’s Homecooking
SOCCER
VOLLEYBALL
Place Team    GP W L Pts
1 Porky’s Groove Machine 5 5 0 10
2 Team Dynamite  5 5 0 10
3 Dirty Sets  4 4 0 8
4 Nancy’s Numbskulls 5 4 1 8
5 Sexy Tom’s   5 3 2 6
6 BAMF   4 2 2 4
7-12: Ball Busters, Rainbow Rhinos, Flawless, Kari’s Homecooking, Hallie and the Six 
Puppies, Randall Cobb
BASKETBALL
Place Team   GP W L Pts
1 Hannah Montana  4 4 0 8
2 Monstars   4 2 2 4
3 Da Glorious Too Fresh Crew 4 1 3 2
4 St Vincent’s  4 1 3 2
For summaries, see page 12
to a fifth place finish in the 3000-meter run, followed closely by senior teammate Jamie Brisbois. Their times were 9:15 and 9:19, 
respectively.Both men’s and women’s teams finished above their fel-low conference teams at the meet, which is solid momentum to carry into the end of the season, espe-cially as the Midwest Conference meet is less than a month away. 
“We have been working our butts off in practice.” noted Bartes, “It’s awesome to see it start to pay off.”The Vikings return to action next weekend when they com-pete in the Eastbay Invitational on Saturday, Feb. 22.
Indoor Track
continued from page 4
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The comings and goings of fraternities on the quad
A fifth-year’s perspective on food of Lawrence past
Lawrence has undergone some fairly significant changes this year, from what it’s lost (LU-R1 program) to what it’s gained (a new president). But by the nature of the university system, wherein students cycle through every four (or sometimes five) years, it’s difficult to know the context and longer-term effects of some of these changes. We are also unaware of the ways campus has changed in years past to make the institution we know and love now. Enter Max Feldkamp. Feldkamp is a fifth-year math and piano performance double-degree student with an emphasis in piano pedagogy. Feldkamp started taking music theory classes here his junior year of high school, making this his seventh year as a Lawrentian. Having also lived in Appleton since 2000 means he has many insights into the sometimes radical, sometimes minute changes that have happened on and off campus recently.
Because he has been here so long, Feldkamp can speak to many aspects of life at Lawrence—yes, it’s true that there was an 80-degree day in March several years ago. One aspect of life at Lawrence that students take for granted is the campus center. Built in 2008, nearly no current stu-dents remember the days before Warch and Andrew Commons.Back then, Downer, where the Hurvis Center is now, was the cafeteria on campus. The food there, according to Feldkamp, “was not as bad as some colleges, but it cer-tainly doesn’t compare to what we’ve got now. Downer was like your high school or even middle school cafeteria where you go through the lines, like, ‘Yeah I want that, no I don’t want that,’ and someone’s slopping the mashed potatoes on your tray.What campus lacked in quality in the pre-Warch days, it made up in vari-ety. In addition to Downer, there was also Lucinda’s, a potluck-style eatery in Coleman, and a union near where the Viking Room is now. Before, explains Feldkamp, “you could 
be like, ‘I really don’t want to eat at Downer. Oh, let’s eat at Lucinda’s.’” And the union filled more of a social function, much as the café does now. In fact, when the Warch opened and the union—as well as Lucinda’s and Downer—closed, “there were a good one or two terms where people were like, ‘We want the old union grill back.’ It was sort of silly, because the arguments people were making were really ridiculous too. Like, ‘We want our greasy Viking burger back.’”For those who don’t know, the Viking burger was “a greasy burger with cheese on a sourdough bun” that “made people feel like a part of the community or something.” In replacing the old union, the lack of a Viking burger is not the only way Max believes the café has not lived up to its promise. He sees the café as “one of those things that they seem to not be able to make up their minds” about because “with the focus that Bon Appétit seems to want to have on local foods, healthy foods, the café seems to be shifting away from that.” 
In addition to the food, the campus center has had a geographical impact on campus, as well. Instead of Hurvis cross-ing, there was a “pretty janky metal girder bridge. Sage seemed off-campus and Trever was no-man’s land.” Though people still complain about Trever’s distance from other parts of campus, Warch does a lot to make it feel more accessible. But this centralizing of campus has also had some negative effects. For exam-ple, “For things like the freshman studies lunch rush, it makes things really crowded,” said Max. Despite any shortcomings, it’s hard to imagine campus now without Warch and Andrew Commons. There is value in remembering that the food was not always so good and that Trever was not always so accessible. The next time we complain about the lack of double chocolate muffins at brunch, it would do us well to remember those who had to use the janky metal girder bridge.
Andrea Johnson
Copy Editor
_______________________________________________
Football players make up a large sub-set of the Lawrence community, with a dis-tinct presence in and out of the classroom. Many of the players live together in the Delt house and walk together through campus. Football players have a uniquely intimidat-ing stature as athletes and are easily rec-ognized. Even outside of season, they train together and represent a unique group of unified students on campus. Despite many schools lauding their players, the ones at Lawrence are not always held in the high-est esteem. Specifically in the classroom, they sometimes face discrimination based upon their difficult schedules and general stereotypes about the sport and its players’ personalities. Talking to some of the guys yields a few different experiences in the classroom that many non-athletes may not realize.It should be mentioned that there 
are some players who do not notice very distinct disparity in the treatment of stu-dents. Freshman Wes Hetcher states he has “never felt different from his classmates.” Of course, there are a multitude of factors associated with public and personal opin-ion. Many athletes do more than one sport like Wes, and don’t face the single blood-thirsty, homophobic, dim-witted football stereotypes propagated by teen movies and articles on The Onion. Beyond this, however, many players reported something along the lines of, “There are always some people who make a face when I say I’m on the team.” Though sentiments like this outside the classroom are a whole different issue, they can affect a person’s confidence and participation in class discussions.To a different end, sophomore Brady Busha says he sometimes feels “like [he’s] treated with kid gloves” by some professors. Though Lawrence football students are accepted on merit, he says there is a feeling that he is a little bit slower than other peo-
ple, or that professors expect slightly less of him. He is careful not to accuse specific pro-fessors of this, but says he notices more of a general sense of condescension than actual unfair treatment. On a positive note, sopho-more Josh Mosley also says that this means he receives extra opportunities for help outside of class. “We may not always par-ticipate in class, but that’s mostly because we’re tired from practice, or need some extra time to read thoroughly and absorb information.” Similarly, sophomore Patrick Pierson asserts that the football team is encouraged not to wear apparel within the first few weeks in classes. “I have never felt that I was directly targeted, but I have always been careful to be polite and speak up in class. There is a feeling of wariness amongst football players, though, like we should be careful with certain professors.”While no one came forward with more specific stories or experiences, there is something to be said about the attitude towards athletes on campus, with football 
being a more scrutinized group. There are plenty of interest groups with stereotypes surrounding each one, but especially in class these should be abandoned for more intellectual pursuits. Football players are consistently reminded by their coaches that they are in school primarily for an education, football comes second and they should care about their grades like everyone else. What the general public should remember is that they are busy individuals, just like the rest, who work hard and have potentially more com-mitments to keep up with. When they walk into class, they deserve to be thought of as completely capable of their schoolwork, without any reservations based upon their Lawrence gear or sometimes-domineering size. Discrimination of all kinds and severi-ties is a problem on campus, but awareness within the classroom will definitely con-tribute to its minimization, particularly as it pertains to athletes.
Adriane Melchert
For The Lawrentian
____________________________________________
Football players reflect on athlete stereotypes in academics
Lawrence’s three-sided quadrangle, or quad, has been a beloved fixture on campus for over 70 years, serving as both formal group housing and a favorite spring-time hangout for generations of Lawrentians. It also has a past that is often misunderstood and mythologized on campus: Rumors about why fraternities have buildings on the quad and why they have left have cir-culated for years. The truth is that both the building of the quad and its transformation over time are integral parts of Lawrence’s past, and this history reveals a lot about Lawrence’s unique community.The quad, built in 1941, was the brain-child of President Henry Wriston, but was not completed until after he left for Brown University. At that time, nearly eighty per-cent of all upperclassmen were in fraterni-ties, but the Greek houses were often blocks away from the university, and too small for their burgeoning memberships. Dr. Wriston believed that if Greek life was to be a positive influence on the uni-versity as a whole, then it needed a closer location to interact with the campus com-
munity. An innovative proposal was agreed upon by the administration and fraternities. The five fraternities would donate their former houses to the university, many of which today are guest housing, administra-tive offices or other formal group housing near the Conservatory. In return, the uni-versity would build Greek-themed housing that placed all five fraternities on an equal level and in close proximity, and charge those students room and board at the same rate as the remainder of the student body. The original five fraternities to stand on the quad were Phi Delta Theta, Delta Tau Delta, Phi Kappa Tau, Beta Theta Pi and Sigma Phi Epsilon. One further fraternity, Phi Gamma Delta, arrived on campus in 1958 and had its own house built to match the others.When fraternities failed to fill the houses, however, the administration also had to develop a plan to ensure the quad would be continually used. This happened almost immediately after the quad was finished, as the outbreak of World War II meant the vast majority of men on campus enlisted in the armed forces, and women moved into the brand-new quad buildings. When involvement in fraternities began to decline during the 1960s and 70s, Lawrence again responded with a unique 
method of addressing the situation. Phi Gamma Delta left campus in the 1980s due to a lack of size, and their house now stands as Draheim, the all-women’s dorm. Beta, Phi Tau, Delt and Phi Delt have also left the quad at various points in time and for various lengths. These groups moved off the quad solely due to lack of size, not due to any egregious offenses to the campus com-munity. In their absence, these houses have either been general student hous-ing or home to other formally structured groups, such as Lawrence’s Swing Dance and Gaming clubs, which currently occupy the quad. Though these groups are not Greek, they still use the quad as a gathering place of like-minded individuals.Over seventy years after construction, the quad’s buildings are beginning to show their age. But even today, despite changes to the groups that may reside in them, the quad still carries out President Wriston’s original vision—to promote on-campus groups and develop the Lawrence commu-nity. In the future, Lawrence may need to replace the quad, but it would prove short-sighted if the university failed to continue providing formal groups, Greek and non-Greek alike, with a place to call their own.
  Dan Thoresen 
  For The Lawrentian
________________________________
Lawrence continued to lose momen-tum as the competition wore on, allowing a game-tying goal a minute into the third 
period. The Vikings fought to keep the score at 3-3, and the contest looked to be head-ing toward another tie until the Bulldogs scored on a power play with less than four minutes remaining.Down by one with time running low, Lawrence pulled freshman Mattias 
Soderqvist from the goal in an attempt at leveling the score with an extra offender on the ice. Unfortunately the move backfired and Adrian scored an empty net goal in the final 15 seconds to secure the 5-3 victory.Over reading period, the Vikings will host Finlandia University in the last com-
petition of the regular season. The Lions are coming off a six-game losing streak and have a 2-19-1, 1-15 NCHA record. The series will open at the Appleton Family Ice Center on Friday, Feb. 14 at 7 p.m. and will conclude on Saturday, Feb. 15 at 4 p.m.
Hockey
continued from page 5
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It’s one of Lawrence’s undying rumors: Why don’t our sororities have group hous-ing? “From what I’d heard around campus, the reason was because years ago some really wealthy donor gave a lot of money to Lawrence on the condition that sororities don’t have housing,” senior Abby Guthmann said.Another frequent speculation is that Appleton has antique housing laws that forbid a certain number of women from living in a house to prevent the formation of brothels. But while both these stories are creative, neither are true.“The lack of clarity really perpetuates these myths,” junior and Delta Gamma pres-ident Nancy Corona said. “I was surprised when I went up to Curt [Lauderdale], and asked why we don’t have houses, and he said we could.”So the myths are unfounded.  “There’s no restriction from Lawrence for sororities to apply for group housing,” Associate Dean of Students for Campus Life Amy Uecke said.So why don’t the three sororities—Kappa Alpha Theta, Delta Gamma and Kappa Kappa Gamma—apply for housing? “The biggest reason we don’t have houses is because it’s not something we want to do in our chapter right now,” junior and Kappa Alpha Theta President Savannah 
Vogel said. “We’re happy with how we func-tion.”The fraternities on campus all have some form of group housing, but the sorori-ties have not since the 1990s, when Kappa Alpha Theta had a house.“I think not having a house makes our chap-ter stronger,” Vogel said. “Some of the frats, for example, spend their meet-ings dealing with house issues. We get to spend our meetings focusing on our philanthro-pies, our sister-hood and our goals as a chapter, more than the day-to-day issues of running a house.”Housing for sororities on cam-pus is also compli-cated by the two sets of rules gov-erning sorori-ties: Chapter bylaws and the national laws of the P a n h e l l e n i c Council. At both 
these levels are housing-relevant rules that would influence how sorority housing could function on campus.“The Interfraternal Conference, though they have certain guidelines, don’t have as strict of rules as sororities,” Vogel said. “For example, it’s expect-ed that sorority chap-ters take a certain distance away from freshmen women so they can make an informed decision, so we wouldn’t be able to have freshmen women in a house.”Other smaller rules would influ-ence how sorority housing would func-tion on campus.  “Houses are all dry under the National Panhellenic Council,” senior and Panhellenic Council President Maggie Brickner said. “Rules about men in the house vary per chapter and per campus. S o m e t i m e s there are certain lim-its about which 
floors they can be on at what times.”Some think sorority housing would not fit in the campus life of Lawrence.“I did want a house on campus when I was a freshman,” Corona said. “But after being at LU for a while and seeing the Lawrence climate, I realized it’s nice to have that time with our sisters and nice to see sisters grow in other aspects of campus and bring that back.”Lawrence’s sororities all have chapter rooms in the Panhellenic wing of Colman, and these rooms fill many of the functions of group housing.“We recently renovated our chapter room,” Corona said. “It’s more like a living room for us on-campus. Having that space has really helped. There’s often girls in there studying or hanging out.”This year, sorority women are living in the rooms surrounding chapter rooms, a change driven by the housing crisis. While the future of these rooms is still undecided, many sorority members enjoy the added residential factor to the Panhellenic wing.“We wanted our space to be filled with Panhellenic women,” Vogel said. “We’re interested in having that continue.”Compared to the exciting myths about brothels and secret donations, the truth is simple, if disappointingly straightforward. “The answer to everyone’s question about why we don’t have houses is because we choose not to,” Vogel said. Myth busted.
Brothels, donors and myths, oh my: The truth about sorority houses
Chelsea Johnson
Staff Writer
______________________________________________
Cross-country ski sprints debut at Winter Carnival
Had you stepped outside onto the win-ter wonderland that is Main Hall Green last Saturday, Feb. 8, you may have seen a strange sight. Amidst all the ice carving and broomball-playing, the lawn had been groomed into a smooth circular track. On that track, teams of four students attempt-ed to drag pairs of giant wooden skis, with a combined weight of 30 pounds, across the finish line.This year, Winter Carnival gained a new event: Cross Country Ski Sprints and Giant Ski Races, sponsored by the Lawrence University Nordic Ski Team. Those giant skis, built by team co-captain sophomore 
Liam Hoy, took only four hours to construct and were the highlight of the afternoon. He was inspired by the race that takes place the Friday before the main event of the American Birkebeiner, in which teams of six race giant skis up the main street of Hayward, Wis.The next day, the Prince Haaken, Kortelopet and Birkebeiner races take place. Here at Lawrence, the giant skis’ grand debut involved quite a bit of stum-bling, flailing and bruising, but neverthe-less, everyone was enthusiastic. Participant and ski team member freshman Michelle Johnson said, “My favor-ite part was the Giant Ski race because it was different. My team was successful, even though I ran behind the race.” Junior Zak Buell enjoyed the feeling of teamwork and 
camaraderie, which can, at times, be miss-ing from an individually competitive sport like cross-country skiing.Many people walking by on College Ave. stopped to observe the strange affair, as some students conquered the giant skis and others got faces full of snow. Hoy was pleased to see all of his hard work pay off. “My favorite part was watching people fall on the giant skis.” But of course, to him, it was more rewarding to have a decent turnout.Before this event, the ski team dis-played a bit more grace and proficiency on skis of normal sizes as the ski sprints tour-nament took place. Skiers raced side-by-side across the short track and the winner would advance to the next round. The final round saw co-captains Hoy and fifth-year 
Guerin Platte racing for the title. Platte, who orchestrated the event, was pleased to see that some non-skiers came out to the event. The ski team brought out all their extra pairs of skis and poles for everyone to use, and some, like freshman Shaye Swanson, tried out cross-country skiing for the first time. The event was a perfect way to give those who had no exposure to cross coun-try skiing a chance to try it out. Because of the conditions and expenses of cross country skiing, many people don’t ever get to experience it. Hoy and Platte want to change that and allow students at Lawrence to try this sport that they both love and enjoy so much. However, giant skiing may not catch on so quickly. In regards to their location after the event, Hoy said, “They’re still out on the green, I should go get them.”
Claire Hoy
Staff Writer 
____________________________
Celebrate the LU London Centre with LONDON WEEK Feb. 17-21
Monday: Info Session
8pm - Cinema
Tuesday: Magical Trivia with LUMOS
8pm - Esch-Hurvis
Wednesday: Skyfall
7pm - Cinema
Thursday: London Centre Alumni Tea
4:15-6:15pm - International House
Friday: British Pub-Grub
Dinner - Andrew Commons
*All week: Check out our archival
display in the Library!
Attend as many events as possible for a chance to win a basket of British goodies!
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On Thursday, Feb. 6, the win-ter cold permeated the third floor of the Seeley G. Mudd library as the students of the Introduction to Photography class opened their new exhibition, “Winter Light,” in the Mudd Gallery. Inspired by Ingmar Bergman’s film of the same name, the students used low-tech HOLGA cameras to explore the stark, cold winter landscape and the human activities that tran-spire there and, according to their artists’ statement, “sought to use the atmosphere and landscape of winter as inspiration.” The black and white photos that resulted convey a sense of the coldness and solitude that winter can seem to bring while also reminding of the humanity that exists alongside the snow. Students in the class include seniors Mary Diduch, Erik Morrison, Thao Nguyen, David Nnah, Amanda Ollerer and June Shim, junior Annica Mandeltort and sophomore Tess Gundersen. For many, this class was their first photography experience. Senior Morrison, in his first photography class, remarked, “Some of us have done some fine art photography, 
but almost none of us have film or darkroom experience. It’s been fantastic to have a truly fantastic darkroom available [in which] to learn.”The show was definitely a collaborative learning experi-ence, taking students through the entire process: Learning to use their cameras and the darkroom, creating promotional materials and setting up the show itself. Of the new medium, Morrison noted that “working with the HOLGA cameras was sometimes a little tough—they’re very simple but also very rudimentary, and a lot of us shot a couple of complete rolls of film before we had anything worth using.”Putting together the exhibi-tion itself involved a lot of com-bined effort. Says Morrison of the exhibition’s opening day: “We all split up the duties of putting the show together, so we had a nice buzz going between the library and Wriston the day we installed the photographs—folks working on promotional materials, instal-lation and auxiliary stuff like labels and our artists’ statement.” In addition to learning a new art form, the students came together to create not only a cohesive set of photographs but a successful exhibition space.Looking at the final product, it’s hard to tell that these stu-
dents were originally struggling to produce with their HOLGAs—the final photographs are artistically arresting and streamlined, truly managing to convey the “seren-ity, nostalgia and the sublime in the interaction of human activity and the winter environment” that Morrison describes in the artists’ statement that he wrote for the group. 
The photos that students selected for the show are varied, but all demonstrate the same win-ter reflection. The opening itself attracted quite a few attendees, whether they were students hop-ping library floors to take a study break or others seeking some brief refuge from the cold outside. Everybody enjoyed the opportuni-ty to partake in refreshments pro-
vided by the students themselves while considering these photo-graphic reminders of the human-ity despite the snow. If the ice and cold are getting you down, take the opportunity to stop by the Mudd Gallery on the third floor of the library. The exhibition will available for viewing until Feb. 17. 
As the Sochi Winter Olympics kicked off the global athletic com-petition this past Saturday, Feb. 8, the Chapel exemplified mastery and artistry within the arts with the fourth concert of the season’s Artist Series featuring violin-ist Rachel Lee and pianist Julio Elizalde.Rachel Lee Priday is a Chicago-born violinist who stud-ied at The Juilliard School prior to college, earned a Bachelor of Arts in English from Harvard University and then attended New England Conservatory for her mas-ter’s degree. She has performed with orchestras from Chicago, St. Louis, Houston, Seattle, National Symphonies, the Boston Pops and 
Aspen Sinfonia at the Aspen Music Festival.Her collaborating pianist, Julio Elizalde, is from the San Francisco Bay Area and studied at the San Francisco Conservatory of Music and The Juilliard School. He performs throughout the United States, Europe and Latin America and he is the co-artistic direc-tor of the Olympic Music Festival in Washington. During Saturday’s performance, Elizalde performed with an iPad on the music stand rather than paper music and used a foot pedal to turn the “pages.”Rachel Lee performed four works and an encore by Wolfgang Mozart, Ludwig Beethoven, Leos Janacek, Pablo de Sarasate and Peter Tchaikovsky, spanning a range of musical periods and styles. The first piece, by Mozart, was his “Violin Sonata No. 21 in 
E minor,” a two-movement work characteristic of Mozart’s light-hearted and precise style. Lee’s masterful control of her instru-ment allowed her to capture the subtlety and delicacy inherent in Mozart’s composition.The next piece was Beethoven’s “Violin Sonata No. 7 in C minor,” made up of three fast-er-paced allegro movements and an adagio, slower movement. As compared to the Mozart, this piece exemplified Beethoven’s dramati-cism with extreme dynamics, glid-ing melodic moments juxtaposed against violent, harsh passages, both by each soloist and as a dialogue between the two, react-ing and feeding off each other’s energy.After a brief intermission, we jumped one hundred years 
“Winter Light” exhibition explores winter and humanity
Artist Series features violinist Lee
See page 9
Jep Gambardella is having a very bad month. He’s just turned 65. He’s written one book in forty years and he’s been single just as long. He’s starting to get bored of the Roman nightlife that he’s made a living chronicling for a prestigious magazine. And near the beginning of the film after the worst news of all, he hears the question he will be asked for the rest of the movie: Why did you never write another book?How Jep is going to answer this question is the plot of “The Great Beauty,” the new film from Paolo Sorrentino (“This Must Be The Place,” a film featuring the most obvious miscasting ever in Sean Penn as a Robert Smith-inspired rockstar) and Italy’s sub-mission for the Academy Award for Best Foreign Film. It’s the clear favorite, and for good reason: Sorrentino’s film, his seventh, is masterful, visually splendid but thematically deep, an homage to his idol Federico Fellini and a unique work in its own right. While the references to “La Dolce Vita” are blindingly obvi-ous —both are about artists facing a critical point in their careers, both are set in upper-class Rome, both have dwarves as prominent authority figures, among other things—Sorrentino makes it very clear that he has no intention of blindly following in his idol’s foot-steps. Where Fellini explored the impact of Mussolini on his home-land, Sorrentino finds his target in former prime minister Silvio Berlusconi, a man considerably 
less fascistic but equally destruc-tive. Indeed, Rome in “The Great Beauty” is a city either trying to restore the light or go back to sleep and recover from ten years of some of the most corrupt poli-tics of this young century. Toni Servillo, who plays Jep, is a revelation, embodying weari-ness and dry wit in equal measure as he tries to make sense of his life, be it through dealing with the issues of his past or his infatua-tion with a friend’s terminally ill forty-something daughter (Serena Ferilli, who radiates beauty and sadness every second she’s on screen) and tries to bring some-thing new into a world where it seems everything is ending. This isn’t to say the film is depressing. It’s actually quite funny, with a subplot about a terrible play Jep’s best friend is staging, a magician attempting to make a giraffe vanish and a performance art piece that liter-ally tries to be, for lack of a better word, mindblowing.At the same time, the film is beautiful. Sorrentino clearly loves his homeland, shooting with an eye that is unwavering and yet can find the beauty in everything, be it in a wild party or a couple lying asleep together.Despite everything “The Great Beauty” does incredibly well, it has obvious weaknesses. The story is nearly nonexistent and at least twenty minutes could be cut to improve it, but Sorrentino has made something very special with this film, one where even the closing credits are more gorgeous than some direc-tors’ whole filmographies. Keep an eye out for this one. Do what Jep resolves to: See the beauty. It’s all around you.
Sorrentino’s “The Great 
Beauty” honors Fellini
Sophomore Isy Schleisner observes some of the photographs on exhibition in the Mudd Gallery on the third floor of the library. 
 Photo by Liz Landes
On Friday, Feb. 7, senior Emma Brayndick presented and performed in David Auburn’s short play “Fifth Planet” as her senior project, acting alongside freshman Jacob Dalton. The play was a combined effort with senior Shallion Dixon directing the pro-duction;  Dalton and Brayndick in the two roles, Mike and Veronica; junior Kayleigh Kitzman and sophomore Aiden Campbell as stage manager and assistant stage manager; junior Nathan Lawrence as lighting designer and junior Kelsey Wang as costume design-er. Despite the small number of roles in the play, the cast and crew pulled off a compelling produc-tion that highlighted Brayndick’s performance abilities and Dixon’s 
direction, as the play served as their senior experiences.The story was a curious con-struction in which two people unintentionally run into each other over the course of a year on a hill near a planetarium and form an unlikely friendship. Veronica is an astrologer for the planetarium while Mike is a janitor for the institution. Mike is an avid but amateur astrologer who sits on the hill with a small telescope and tries to spot new things among the stars. The first part of the play revolves mainly around her instruction of Mike’s rudimentary attempts at stargazing and her amusement at his lack of educa-tion in the field. This serves to reveal small aspects of their lives and personalities to the audience.As the play progresses, we discover Veronica’s adulterous relationship with her boss and Mike’s troubles with his wife, first 
as separate entities and then as overlapping issues as Mike loses his job due to a problem that was actually the fault of Veronica and her boss. We see the con-flict between the two characters develop as Mike discovers that Veronica is not willing to help Mike as she does not consider him to be intellectual enough to be her friend. However, these conflicts begin to solve themselves through her continued interactions with Mike and her own discovery that her boss is deceptive and incom-petent. The play concludes with the two overcoming their various crises throughout the past year and meeting as friends on the hill.Overall, the play was difficult to pull off, as it takes place in one location with two characters for the entirety of the production. However, Brayndick and Dalton’s 
“Fifth Planet” shows variety of talent
See page 9
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There’s even more hype than usual surrounding Young Adult lit-erature author and internet sen-sation John Green as the June 6, 2014 release date for the movie adaptation of his best-selling novel “The Fault in Our Stars” approaches. Although I loved “The Fault in Our Stars” and consider it one of his best novels, I would like to draw attention to one of his other outstanding works that deserves a larger audience.In my opinion, “Will Grayson, Will Grayson,” a book that Green co-wrote with fellow Young Adult author David Levithan, is possibly even better than “The Fault in Our Stars.” It moved and delight-ed me. Green and Levithan tell a highly entertaining story with an interestingly convoluted plot and a good dosage of snarky humor. Along the way, they also address issues very relevant to teenag-ers—sexuality, friendship and belonging – without any of the condescension or dripping sen-timentality that can sometimes pervade the writing of adults for a teenage audience.“Will Grayson, Will Grayson” tells the story of two boys, both named Will Grayson, and their friends. One is gay and the other is straight. Green writes from the perspective of the straight Will 
Grayson and Levithan writes from the perspective of the gay Will Grayson.Levithan is perhaps best known for the novel “Boy Meets Boy,” about the romance between two gay teenage boys. Although I have not read any of his work other than his half of “Will Grayson, Will Grayson,” he clearly has a superb ability to empatheti-cally understand and portray the experiences of teenagers strug-gling with their identities.His Will Grayson has a decid-edly dark side—he is clearly a depressed person in a lot of pain. Although I find the portrayal admirably honest and realistic, I don’t know that I could bear reading an entire book from his perspective. Green’s Will Grayson provides a welcome counterpoint.In this book, Green’s come-dic and down-to-earth writing voice truly comes into its own. This might seem an odd claim to make about a book that he didn’t even write completely by himself. However, judging by the rest of Green’s career, collabora-tion is exactly the environment in which he thrives. One need only look at Vlogbrothers, the videob-logging collaboration with his brother Hank Green that made them famous.Both Green’s and Levithan’s clever wit had me laughing throughout much of the book, but what I really loved and found 
unique about the book were the truthful representations of rela-tionships, both platonic and romantic. They depict both the minor and major heartbreaks that result in human connections, rec-ognizing that destructive miscom-munication and small betrayals hurt badly. However, they also show how teenagers and people in general can mature to move past these conflicts and support the humanity of others.The ending was truly heart-warming and lovely without feel-ing trite. I don’t want to give away too much about the plot and doubt that fully explaining it would con-vey the experience of actually reading the book, so if you want to know how the Will Graysons tran-spire to meet all that comes after, I urge you to go on the thoroughly enjoyable journey of reading “Will Grayson, Will Grayson.”
SPOTLIGHTARTIST
 
TH
E
Poetry is a divisive form of writing. Some dismiss it as incomprehensible and preten-tious while others regard it as a pure and sophisticated exer-cise in structure and emotion. Regardless of personal judg-ment, poetry still stands as an important way for many writers to express thoughts and feel-ings in a way that other forms of writing just can’t pull off. It also perhaps gives the writer more versatility and freedom than other forms.Senior Susannah Gilbert, along with a group of five fellow Lawrence students, will be dem-onstrating her take on the poet-ic form this upcoming Monday, Feb. 17 at 6:30 p.m. at Harmony Café in downtown Appleton.“I’ve been writing in pret-ty much every conceivable way since I was really young,” explained Gilbert. “My mom is a poet, so I’ve been encouraged and influenced to write since I was little. It just kind of became a habit and the way I process information and feelings.”Gilbert’s interest in writ-ing encompasses a good deal of her academic and extracur-
ricular life. She is a double major in Religious Studies and English with a Creative Writing minor. Of the latter two, there was never any question. English and writing are what she had always planned on doing.“The religious studies major I just kind of fell into,” Gilbert explained. “I took Intro and just loved it. I think it’s an incredible lens through which to view the world. Literature as well.”Gilbert is also co-Editor-in-Chief of Tropos, Lawrence’s stu-dent literary and art magazine, the organization through which the poetry event was planned. She implores The Lawrentian readers to submit creative works such as art, photography, poetry and prose to tropos@lawrence.edu by February 22.While it’s not her preferred form of writing, Susannah still finds a lot of merit in poetry. She finds that her poetry is more personal than other forms. Reading and writing poetry has a huge impact on her prose, as well.“There’s a part of me that thinks it’s a purely aesthetic thing,” said Gilbert. “Words are really cool and I think poetry uses words in cool ways that other forms of writing don’t necessarily get into. It also uses 
emotion and image in a unique way.”In terms of themes, Gilbert expressed interest in men-tal and physical illness, famil-ial and romantic relationships and her connection to her cat. She admires poets like Andrea Gibson, Warsan Shire and Billy Collins.“A lot of my writing right now is about the future, my anx-iety about the future,” Gilbert continued. “I’m also working on a weird-ish piece about the clas-sical Greek myth of Cassandra, because a lot of my friends think that I am, in fact, an unheard prophet.”Gilbert’s ultimate goal is to write fiction prose profession-ally, “whatever that is.” For the first year of her post-grad life she plans to do something that will serve as writing fodder, the specifics of which will become clearer by her personal deadline of Spring Break. After that, she projects she will apply to MFA programs.Be sure to stop by the Lawrence Student Poetry Reading at Harmony Café. Fellow student poets are junior Bryan Cebulski, sophomores Keira Elaine Jett and Hannah Klawes and freshmen Mary Malina and Allison Wray. Open mic time will be allotted after the scheduled readers.
SUSANNAH
GILBERT
“Will Grayson, Will Grayson” explores 
relationships and emotions in YA lit
Photo by Nathan Lawrence
Bryan Cebulski
 Staff Writer
______________________
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forward to hear the Czech com-poser’s “Violin Sonata,” made up of four movements: con moto, balada, allegretto and adagio. Differing from the Classical peri-od’s Mozart and Beethoven, this work had more complex rhythmic patterns, greater use of chromati-cism, included more instrumental effects such as plucking and was less outwardly melodic yet very intricate between the two parts.The last piece was the high-light of the concert, Spanish com-poser Sarasate’s “Zigeunerweisen, op. 20.” Whereas the first three pieces were read from the music, Rachel played this piece from memory, giving her the freedom to engage with the audience, liv-ing up to a review that praises her compelling stage presence. She was on fire with this piece, dra-matically performing at extreme ranges with such purity and 
exhibiting virtuosic technique at incredibly quick tempos.After that final, mesmer-izing performance, the audience was immediately on their feet demanding more of this elec-tric playing. The duo returned to the stage and performed a short encore of a sweetly melodic work from Tchaikovsky’s Op. 41.Jumping from the couch of Hiett Hall watching the best athletes in the world compete in the Olympics to the seats of the Chapel to enjoy a performance by an individual who has devoted her life to music, it occurred to me how easy it is today to be exposed to performances of extremely high levels of ability and mastery. We should all be reminded once in awhile of what it takes to rise to these levels and be inspired to join these athletes and artists.The next Artist Series install-ment is not to be missed. It will welcome major jazz ensemble, The Pat Metheny Unity Group, on Saturday, March 15 in the Chapel.
Artist Series
continued from page 8
performances provided the audi-ence with enough zest to keep the play interesting. I took issue with the playwright’s construction and found myself visibly frustrated when Veronica failed to re-secure Mike’s job after he came to her aid. The simple fact that it frustrated me is, in my opinion, a demonstra-tion that the play evoked emotion from the audience. Brayndick’s performance was impressive in 
that she managed to make her-self subtly dislikable in her role, which I believe requires a certain proficiency in theatre. Dalton’s performance was also notable, especially as a freshman. His pro-jection and expression of emotion was jarring and realistic when we watched him after a fight with his wife or the loss of his job.Ultimately, this senior experi-ence was  a success. While I didn’t fall in love with the repertoire, it was executed extremely well by two talented actors and under the direction of Dixon.
Fifth Planet
continued from page 8
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At Lawrence, Fox News is a label that inspires laughter. This is unsurprising when considering how liberal our campus is. While I do find Fox to be an unpleas-ant mixture of obnoxious and offensive—– Megyn Kelly and Bill O’Reilly would just like to remind you that Santa is definitely a white man --– I wonder if laughing is the appropriate response.Any television channel, whether or not they’re news, is aiming to appease their audience. Fox News just does so blatant-ly. Rich white men like to hear other rich white men agreeing with them. Nerdy liberals appreci-ate other nerdy liberals validat-ing their viewpoints. MSNBC is no paragon of media virtue. They just manage to look a little less evil than Fox to the college demo-graphic.Just as audiences have their biases, so do journalists. Biased news is unfortunate but unavoid-able. All journalists have some sort of bias, even if they try to be objective. Additionally, view-ers follow journalists with opin-ions similar to their own. Fox may give their viewers biased news, 
but those viewers already believe what Fox says.However, staying within one’s political comfort zone is also problematic. If a conserva-tive rarely hears from liberals, how do they truly know what liberals believe? How can they argue against a viewpoint when all they know is how wrong that viewpoint is? Discussion falls flat because neither side understands or respects the other. In this circumstance, liberals do not have to try very hard. One cannot debate with someone who has no idea what they’re arguing about. However, when one side will not budge and cannot argue, nothing can be accomplished. The recent government shutdown illustrates this troublesome divide in policymaking.While I have my biases, I want to point out that liberals do this, as well. We chuckle at Bill O’Reilly, particularly when he shows up on “The Colbert Report” or “The Daily Show,” but we never wonder if he has some decent ideas. Personally, I think he spews nonsense, but disregarding him completely means we may miss the crux of his argument.The underlying issue here is partisan politics in news report-ing and television watching. Both conservative and liberal news sta-
tions stick fast to their opinions. No one looks at the other side; or, if they do, it is only because they want something to laugh at. No one really gets the full story because the news fuses with the reporter’s opinions. Forming opinions distinct from the main liberal or conservative beliefs is difficult.The conservatives at Fox aren’t very good at being con-servatives precisely because they go right along with their party and ignore the other side. Ideally, a good conservative or liberal would begin at a neutral point, understand both sides, and fall on the conservative or liberal side of the spectrum because of their own conclusions.Good liberals need good con-servatives and vice versa. One needs the other so they have someone to debate with. One’s beliefs become stronger when they’re subjected to other beliefs. This makes one revise and rethink one’s opinions, thereby making them stronger. The real issue with Fox is their unwillingness to consider other opinions. Trying out a different perspective does not necessitate abandoning your original ideas. In fact, those origi-nal ideas usually become stronger because of it.
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“What is the easiest class at 
Lawrence?”
-James Rudi Pino
“What 
should next 
week’s pho-
to poll ques-
tion be?”
Photo poll by
Nathan Lawrence
“What is time?”
-Ryan Kessler
“What is the best place on 
campus for an outdoor hot 
tub?”
-Will TylerPH
O
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STAFF EDITORIAL
Reading Period should be a break
Sometimes the stars align with class syllabi so that some students are stuck with three exams or presentations just before or after reading period. This needs to change.As an institutional practice, reading period provides a four-day weekend at the end of sixth week. For the preceding six weeks, Lawrentians have put in extensive hours in the lab and writ-ten 10-12 page essays. In most situations, midterms are gone, but the student body still looks like crazed contemporaries of Jack Torrance from “The Shining.” This is the optimal time to give students an actual break so they can sit back and read for pleasure, take a mini-vacation from Lawrence to refresh their minds or just catch up on some much needed sleep. Yet for some reason, a few professors choose to place exams right after reading period. In their defense, students then have a four day weekend to study and prepare for the test. However, that defeats the purpose of reading period. It’s supposed to be a chance for students to take a well-deserved break before the final laps of a term. If reading period’s purpose was to provide an extended period of study for students taking tests, it wouldn’t take place at the end of sixth week, but before fifth week, when most midterms take place.Right now, reading period’s purpose is hazy as opinions of what it is for differ from professor to professor, creating situations in which students are forced to take exams in every possible per-mutation in before- and after- reading period scheduling. If professors agreed to assign tests during the days leading up to reading period, students could have an actual break and de-stress, rather than experience the sustained numbness of an extended study session.Even for those who disagree with the idea that reading period is a break, establishing one policy for this special time of the term would help students have a consistent expectation of what it will bring.
In minor defense of Fox News
Lily Risdall
   Staff Writer 
________________________
Dear Will,
I’m really getting quite sick of 
the food at Warch. I feel like Bon 
Appétit isn’t doing a very good job, 
and I wish I had better options, 
considering the meal plan is man-
datory. What can I do to feel more 
satisfied with the food I eat?
-Starving in SageI’m not sure if you’ll find any students at Lawrence who remember the horrors of our food options before Bon Appétit—they’d have to be sixth-years. I experienced the abysmal food of Downer Commons only once when I visited as a prospie. Every time I get the urge to complain about Bon Appétit, I think back on that one meal and feel comfort-ed that we unquestionably have come along way in terms of our food options.If you’re coming from a home that had the luxury of moms and dads who cook all sorts of com-fort food just the way you like it, I urge you to consider the obvious fact that moving away is going to involve some sort of adjustment. Bon Appétit certainly can’t make my mom’s braised country ribs, but they’re cooking for 1400, not a family of four. You’re not always going to be served something that is tailored to your tastes and tradi-tions.That being said, Bon Appétit has always been very open about receiving feedback from their cus-tomers. Take advantage of this—fill out comment cards. An even better way to do this is to build relationships with the people that swipe your cards and call your orders. They’re very nice people and want you to enjoy the food. I had a conversation with a café 
worker a few weeks ago about my disappointment regarding the removal of pretzel cones. Sure enough, within a week, they were back.There’s also going to be adjustment because of the fact that you’re making your own dietary choices now. The fresh-man 15 is no joke—we are quite literally children in a candy store in our first few years. Most of us have tremendous difficulty resisting over-indulgence in the unhealthier options that we’re provided.It might be hard to resist the temptation to make yourself a Belgian Waffle, especially when the meat is 90% fat and the broc-coli is overcooked, but always be looking to balance your diet. Take advantage of the salad bar and the new made-to-order salads, as well. Also, it’s common to stick to the regularly served items, but the new dishes that are served daily might surprise you.Don’t be afraid to occasion-ally eat off campus, either. You have already paid a lot of money for your meal swipes and culinary cash, but dining out is something you should allow yourself to do every so often, depending on your financial situation. Appleton has a variety of diverse and interesting restaurants that are fun to visit on a night out with friends.It’s easy to blame Bon Appétit for your lack of dining satisfac-tion, and a lot of people do; but I encourage you to be proactive in the way you utilize the resources Bon Appétit provides, and also to put your expectations into per-spective. Realize that we are fairly privileged in our access to good quality food. When you’re my age, you’ll probably even start to dread life without Bon Appetit—because grocery shopping with your own real money is definitely not as fun as it sounds.
Consider these food options
Will Doreza
Columnist
_________________________
CORRECTIONS: 2/14/2014
NEWS:Sophomore Kyle Stuckey’s name was misspelled in the caption of the front page photo on the top fold. The front page photo on the bottom fold should be attributed to staff photographer Abedin Rafique. 
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Personally, the gender-neutral bathroom topic does not affect me. Within the dorms and buildings around campus, I feel incredibly comfortable. But for transgender and gender-noncon-forming students, gender-specific locations such as the bathroom may come with a sense of dis-comfort.While there are many stu-dents who would not understand the benefits of the addition of gen-der-neutral bathrooms, they could be incredibly comforting for those who are impacted by the deci-sion to include them or not. It is not for someone else to say what other people should or should not be comfortable with, given that we all come from different back-grounds and homes. In order to make transgender students more comfortable, there should be at least one genderless or “family” bathroom placed in each building on campus.Incoming freshmen are con-fronted with a completely dif-ferent lifestyle when leaving their homes to live in the dorms. Adjusting to a new food schedule, the additional stress of college classes and navigating around campus are changes all students have to adapt to. Sharing a bath-room space is an adjustment that can be accompanied by discom-
fort and potential confusion for people struggling with their own personal sexual identity.It was easy to adapt to the shared bathrooms on campus for most students, but the bathroom that I was using and people that would be sharing that space with me was clear. Adapting to a col-lege schedule and environment presents students with enough challenges, and any steps to aid students to feel more comfort-able should be implemented. Transgender students should have the option of a genderless bathroom in order to feel less risk of harassment and reduce anxiety they may feel while entering a gender-specific bathroom.Outside of the Lawrence bubble, there will be many loca-tions that do not include gender-less bathrooms. Providing them for students could cause a sense of security on campus that will not be available elsewhere when graduating and leaving school.  While it could be argued that providing alternative bathroom options on campus could shelter or fail to adequately prepare stu-dents for the real world, while living at school Lawrence is their home. Students don’t have the option to feel safe showering at home at the start of their day, and having the additional family bath-room option would provide them with that security while living at school.
The New York Times reported this week on the growing number of “Creative Studies” programs on college campuses in this coun-try in an article called “Learning to Think Outside the Box” by Laura Pappano. This intrigued me because the word “creative” is thrown around so much—can you slap some puff paint on a poster? You’re creative. Can you stack chairs in strange forma-tions? Super creative.There is an entire Ted Talk series on unlocking, cultivating and otherwise injecting creativity directly into one’s bloodstream. As Pappano reports, “‘creative’ is the most used buzzword in LinkedIn profiles.” American universities are developing a massive hard-on to this creativity zeitgeist and are responding with departments devoted solely to its study. It is not so unrealistic to think that in the not-too-distant future, Lawrence may consider a “creative studies” major or minor of its own. Here is why I hope it doesn’t.For one thing, I question the wisdom of having a creativ-ity department, distinct from all other departments. If creativity is such an essential skill for jobseek-ers, then why wall it off into its own discipline? Ideally, creativ-ity would be taught in all classes, professors would build it into all curricula and creativity would be inculcated into all students, not just those who decide to major 
or minor in it. If creativity drives success and universities begin to recognize this, they would be irresponsible to teach those skills to only a subset of their student population.But that said, I have a prob-lem with the basic premise that creativity is needed across the board for all students. The top 30 fastest-growing jobs by 2018, as predicted by The Boston Globe include physical and occupational therapists, computer technicians and home health aides. Many are skill-based technical jobs that will be abundant now and into the future as the Boomers continue to age and the world becomes increasingly technology-based.It does not behoove us to put all our eggs in the creativity basket when the real payoff is in fields that often require no more than an Associate’s Degree, let alone a minor in Creative Studies. Indeed, creativity was the “fac-tor most crucial for success found in an I.B.M survey of 1,500 chief executives in 33 industries.” So, great. If you want to be one of the small number of CEOs in the workforce, go for that creative studies concentration. For the rest of us? Probably not so use-ful. I could see the prevalence of emphasizing creativity on cam-puses backfiring and producing graduates that will be dissatisfied with any occupation that does not constantly utilize their creativity.The other reason the arti-cle gives for the creative studies courses is the “pushback against standardized tests and standard-
ized thinking.” But what does a curriculum devoted to creativity do if not standardize the creative process? It says, in effect, “Take these classes in this order and you’ll be creative!” Once again, we are all reduced to identical machines that will come out the same when subjected to the same process.This is all the more galling when the end goal of creativity is opposed to rote mechanization. The more effective method would be to integrate an emphasis on creative solutions into already-existing classes. It’s more useful for a biology major to have to be creative in a lab setting than in an out-of-context class on creativity.I agree that creativity is a useful and satisfying skill to culti-vate and that everyone should be encouraged to think creatively. But when something becomes a line on a résumé, it is reduced from a fun and satisfying skill to just another box to check off on the road to employment. Just as many of us (myself included) felt com-pelled in high school to volunteer for causes we weren’t invested in in order to include that on college applications, I worry that creative studies courses will encourage students not to be creative for creativity’s sake and its inherent worth, but because they think a future employer will appreciate it. That is the true danger here and is why I hope Lawrence remains the wholly creative place it is without feeling compelled to render it an academic discipline.
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“Is Lawrence a cohesive 
community between the 
Con and College?”
-Elise Massicotte
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“Is JK Rowling starving for 
attention?”
-Erin Davis
“Where will Mark Burstein 
show up next?”
-Patrick Doughty
“What kind of question is 
that?”
-Rachel Welch
Jess Morgan
   Staff Writer
________________________
Providing the comfort of 
gender-neutral bathrooms Andrea Johnson
Copy Editor
____________________________________
Creative studies classes fail to deliver jobs
See page 12
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publication.
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and grammar.
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The Majors Fair has been rescheduled to  Monday, April 30th from 7pm - 8:30pm in Esch-Hurvis. There will be student representatives for every major present at the fair!The next General Council meeting is Monday, February 24th at 4:45pm in Esch-Hurvis at the Warch Campus Center. The last week of business is week 8 for Steering Committee and Finance Committee. If you have an recognition or budget requests, submit those in the next two weeks so that it can be approved by General Council at either the Week 8 or Week 9 meeting.
LUCC Update WEEK 6 TERM II
Get more information about forms, deadlines, and current announcements by visiting the LUCC page (and our blog) on the Lawrence website! Visit us at http://www.lawrence.edu/students/student_life/lucc
We also now have a Twitter page. Follow us at @LUCC_Lawrence for updates!Last but not least, like our page on Facebook: Lawrence University Community Council
BadmintonGerman import player Nigel Schuster and his partner have a tough week ahead of them as they face the 5-0 Man Wolfs. Schuster says, “We have prepared all week and I am confident we will per-form well.”
SoccerWith a couple more games played than the rest of the compe-tition, Red Dogs once again top the standings. Title favorites, Lucky 
Strikes, trail close behind feeling confident after beating the Red Dogs earlier in the season, cost-ing them their only loss thus far. “People have been asking us if we attend the Kentucky Derby often because we have been hitting our stride similar to thorough-bred steeds,” explains striker Jake “Jakobi” Zimmerman.
VolleyballThe Dirty Sets with star players Diane McLeod, Kate Rosenbaum, Taylor Tomaszewski and Kathleen Rowland have a chance to catch leaders Team Dynamite and Porky’s Groove 
Machine with their double-header against the two this week.
BasketballLeading scorer for the Hannah Montana’s, Daniel “Domo” O’Mahoney, looks to boost his team’s record this week as they face current No. 2 Monstars. “The key to preparation is proper hydration. Wednesdays and Fridays are usually crucial days in that preparation. Also before games, Romelle “Darnell Smitherson” Loiseau gathers the team in search of inspirational videos on World Star Hip Hop,” says Domo.
Intramurals
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is not very likely to happen as long as the public is unsupportive of the idea. Gerard asserted, “We need leadership. We need some-one to stand up.”On the presentation, junior Alex Babbitt said, “It was nice to get an official stance on energy policy and getting a sense of 
where we are politically on what kind of energy we are going to be geared towards in the future.”Babbitt continued, “It kind of cleared up a lot of my miscon-ceptions on renewable sources of energy, the practicality of it, and he did a very good job in explain-ing that you don’t know what the influences of the market are going to be like for energy in the future.”Craig-Morse expressed Greenfire’s hope to continue the 
series throughout the remainder of the academic year: “We’re hop-ing that it will be an ongoing thing for the rest of the year and will result in somewhat of a culmina-tion to Earth Week, when we’ll be bringing in bigger speakers and more events.”One of the upcoming present-ers will be Lawrence alumna Hava Blair ‘13 as part of a discussion panel in the next month.
Gerard
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“It’s going to be a mixture,” McDonald said. “It’s going to depend on the kind of project and how the student reaches out. The development team will also send out emails to alumni and friends of the university to help them. I think there are a lot of younger alumni who are especially interested [in] Blue Start because when they can see directly where their donation is going, it’s more gratifying.”In an interview with senior and Development Office intern Taylor Tomaszewski, who helped create the platform, she discussed 
the potential benefits of this new form of fundraising.“There are over fifty on-cam-pus student organizations. They can’t always do everything that students want to do,” she said. “Instead of taking away from a group or not being able to get involved in a group, they get this other avenue, as well as sharing the project not only with their family and friends but also alum-ni, the board of trustees, even President Burstein.”For students interested in signing up for Blue Start, they can find the application under the ‘Giving’ tab on the homepage of the Lawrence website.
In an interview with Senior intern Taylor Tomaszewski, the benefits of the program were dis-cussed. “There are over fifty on-campus student organizations. They can’t always do everything that students want to do. Instead of taking away from a group or not being able to get involved in a group, they get this other avenue, as well as sharing the project not only with their family of friends but also alumni, the board of trustees, even President Burstein.”For students interested in signing up for Blue Start, they can find the application under the ‘giving’ tab on the alumni page of the Lawrence Website.
Platform
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Lawrence is an incredibly safe campus with a friendly com-munity. The concern that people would be pursued by the opposite gender could arise with the addi-tion of genderless bathrooms, but given the nature of Lawrence’s campus, I think that they could function well without problems. Currently, there are gender-less bathrooms in some dorms around campus, such as in Trever, a single-stall bathroom in the Conservatory and two multiple-stall bathrooms in Colman. 
Living in Colman, the gen-der-neutral bathroom on the first floor has functioned well and exists without any major prob-lems. Anyone who does not feel comfortable entering a genderless bathroom would also have the option of using a gender-specific bathroom since they will still be available and around for students.It would be ridiculous for every floor in every dorm to have a genderless bathroom. Since there are already gender-neutral bath-rooms in some residence halls, I do not think it would be necessary to add them in buildings where they are already located. The addition of bathrooms on every 
floor could cause an unnecessary amount of construction or a prob-lem where not enough gender-specific bathrooms exist, creat-ing the unease for other students. Since Lawrence is a residential campus that requires students to live on campus all four years, students should be able to feel comfortable in the environment in which they are living. The addi-tion of these bathrooms would not affect everyone; but to a few indi-viduals, they could limit unneces-sary anxiety in a new place, and it is important that they are able to have that additional sense of security.
Bathrooms
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